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Hallo all Vaalies,
Welcome to all the new members, I don’t recall ever so many new members joining at the beginning
of a year. It is my wish that you will join the VAAL AC family with all you got. Participate in the Time
trials, Group runs and other socials; join in the sometimes outspoken but friendly and controversial
subjects, be it politics, age, training or just general banter.
Be proud of our green and white. I am.
Last month I said that we share a passion for running and you do it out of your own free will. The
problem is the acceptance when you may or cannot run due to an injury or health issue. The pain and
agony, frustration, restlessness; call it stress or whatever you want, but not being able to run when
you really want to, is not Lekker.
Makes you wonder why sometimes every one of us look for an excuse NOT to go for a run. Life is
tough but I love life! And I love running. It gives me freedom. Alone on a run, I have solved many
personal or work problems. Running with someone, a new friendship is established and even more
world problems are solved.
Runners are special people, running compares to no other sport discipline. I have done a few and
none gives that feeling of accomplishment, fulfilment and euphoria or even general joy. Put a few
runners together and soon you will have a party of sorts.
Even a cardiologist said that running endorphins and adrenaline is 100% more potent than cocaine.
Hell yeah, what a way to go on a trip! I love my FIX. Every trip down the road should me memorable!
Only you can make it so, alone or with a partner.
See you on the road! …
AND at the Cape Gate Vaal Marathon: - Working together…. Thank YOU!
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A Word from the

Chairman

Greetings all Vaalies,
At almost every race in a wide radius around the Vaal Triangle you will find at least a few Vaalies on
the road. It is that time of year when serious distance training is the norm and everyone is chasing
qualifying times. I wish all of you good running miles and good times!
It is also the time of year for our club’s signature racing event, the Cape Gate Vaal Marathon. For the
first time ever we’ve sold out on both the 21km and 42km races and this year promises to be our
biggest race ever. To Steve Jackson and his organising committee, thank you already for a job well
done. And may all go well on Sunday, 03 March.
‘n Groot DANKIE ook aan elke klublid, hulle familielede en selfs net vae kenisse wat bereid is om die
klub te ondersteun in die aanbied van hierdie wedloop. Dit is die Vaaldriehoek se grootste
sportbyeenkoms en ons trots. Maak nie saak hoe groot of klein elke bydrae is nie, dit word opreg
waardeer en alles dra by tot die sukses van die dag.
Please feel free to join us on the Saturday morning (2 March), the day before the marathon. We’ll start
the day by running the one lap 21km in reverse. After that we will start the day’s activities in preparing
for the marathon. The final set-up of the stadium still need to be completed and your help will make it
so much easier.
Sterkte aan Steve Jackson en sy span met al die laaste reëlings!!
Groete,

Gijs

Club fees: 2019.
At the AGM, it was agreed that there would be no increase in the Club Fees for 2019. It includes the
annual licence fee. The documents are attached.
Fees are as follows:
Junior (7 - 19 y/o) Senior (20 + y/o) Grandmaster (60+) -

R 400.00
R 500.00
R 400.00

Social Membership - R 200.00 (No ASA Licence to be issued)
All old members of the Club can join automatically. Any person who wishes to be a social
member, who was not a VAC member in the past, must be seconded by a current member for
review by the Committee.

If you are in a difficult financial position to afford these fees, please feel welcome to write to the
Committee. It will be treated with confidentiality and respect.

Please, we prefer an EFT Payment as cash banking fees are very high. Use our Club Bank Detail.
Remember to use your name as reference otherwise we do not know who made the payment.
Please remember a copy of your ID.
The Original completed documents are required for submission to AVT. No Documents no License.
PLEASE PAY FEES BY ELECTRONIC BANK TRANSFER TO THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNT:
Vaal Athletic Club
Cheque Account: 480 862 317
ABSA – Vereeniging: 632 005
REFERENCE: Your Name

Club Clothing
Each new member receives a running vest for free. Any subsequent vests will have to be
purchased.
Shorts are black, unless you still refer the ‘old’ green short. (No other colour is acceptable or
permitted ! )
Welcome to our New Members:
Wendy-anne Barnard

Riaan Myburgh

Heinrich Birkner

Genna Pienaar

Marilyn Claassen

Gerrie Raubenheimer

Maria de Gouveia

Arno Raubenheimer

Ronel de Wet

Madelein Saayman

Pieter de Wet

Derryn v Staden

Michelle Fogolin

Gerrit v Staden

Constance Mkwanazi

Jaco Pieters

HAPPY BIRTHDAY !
Congratulations to the following member who
celebrate her birthday in March.
(Please do not feel lonely)

Bridget Hunter

22

Race Calendar: March to April 2019
Date

Day

Prov Event

Distance

Time

Venue

Club

3-Mar

Sun

AVT Cape Gate Vaal Marathon

42\21\10\5

6:00

Dick Fourie Stadium

Vaal AC

9-Mar

Sat

Mpu PWC Kosmos 3-in-1

42

6:00

Lake Umuzi Waterfront

Secunda MC

9-Mar

Sat

Mpu PWC Kosmos 3-in-1

21\4.5

13:00

Lake Umuzi Waterfront

Secunda MC

9-Mar

Sat

Mpu PWC Kosmos 3-in-1

10-Mar

Sun

CGA Pharmaton Edenvale 42k

10

17:00

Lake Umuzi Waterfront

Secunda MC

42\21\10\5

6:00

Edenvale high

Rand Road

17-Mar

Sun

21-Mar

Thu

CGA K-Way Gallopers race

15\5\1.6

7:00

Laerskool Leondale Boksburg

Gallopers

AVT Vaal Mall Race

15\10\5

6:00

Vaal Mall Vbp

ArcelorMitt

21-Mar

Thu

23-Mar

Sat

Mpu Goldi Standerton

42\21\10

6:00

Standerton Show Grounds

Standerton

WPA Weskus Marathon

42\21\10\5

6:45

Langebaan Country Estate

Langebaan

24-Mar

Sun

24-Mar

Sun

CGA RunZone Northern Chase

32\15\5

6:00

Marks Park Sports Club

Run Zone

WPA Voet of The Wine Route

21\10\5

6:30

Zevenwacht Mall Kuilsrivier

31-Mar

In Touch AC

Sun

CGA Jackie Gibson Marathon

42

6:00

Klipriviersberg Recreation

JHB Harr

31-Mar

Sun

CGA Allen Ferguson Half

21\5

6:30

Klipriviersberg Recreation

JHB Harr

7-Apr

Sun

CGA Alan Robb 15 and 32

32\15

6:30

Germiston Stadium

Germiston

13-Apr

Sat

CGA Ekurhuleni Chris Hani 21k

21\10\5

7:00

Dawn Park primary

Vosloorus

13-Apr

Sat

Mpu Forever Loskop Series 50k

50\21\5

6:00

Forever Resorts

Middelburg

14-Apr

Sun

CGA Birchwood 21 CGA champs

21\10\5

6:30

Birchwood Hotel Boksburg

Birchwood

20-Apr

Sat

WPA Old Mutual Two Oceans 21k

21

5:50

Main rd Newlands

2Oceans

20-Apr

Sat

WPA Two Oceans ultra

56

6:30

Main rd Newlands

2Oceans

27-Apr

Sat

CGA Cradle of Humankind

32\21\10\5

7:00

Makiti Wedding Venue

Krugersdorp

28-Apr

Sun

CGA Robor Scaffolding 42k

50\42\21\10\5

6:30

Benoni Northerns Club

Benoni N

1-May

Wed

AGN MiWay Wally Hayward 42k

42\21\10\5

6:30

Centurion Rugby Club

ACRW

Please ensure race detail is correct as a lot of races are cancelled, postponed or
incorrectly listed.

This is OUR Marathon !
For those who might be new to the Club and Running Scene, this is our Marathon,
our show piece, our pride and joy to give back to the running community.
A race by runners for runners! Yes, we do all the organising….
As you can see above, it is the 45th Marathon and it is the 24th consecutive year
that we receive sponsorship from Cape Gate.
Please keep the weekend of the 2nd and 3rd of March free on your Calendar. As a
member we kindly request your assistance over the weekend to set up the venue,
to marshal or work at the entry or finish area.
If you are not contacted in this regard, please contact us. We do need your help to
ensure the race day is a success. If you can bring family members with, it would
be appreciated.
We need all the help we can get, especially with regard to Marshalling on route on
race day. You will even receive a snack and a drink!
As a matter of interest, this is how we give back to the Community;


R10 000 has been donated to Proudly Three Rivers to fix potholes on the
route for runners safety.



R10 of each online entry received will be donated to Catherine Robson
Children's Home and Life Line Vaal Triangle respectively.

We request your support, to give yourself, over this weekend to the CLUB.
Through your assistance, you make it possible for us to give back to you!
Thank you.

Race Results

19 Jan 2019. Berts Bricks 21k Brick Run. Spot the Vaalies!
The Results are a mess with no Club Reference available to filter.

Johnson Crane Hire Half Marathon (Benoni - 27/01/2019)
Race No

Name

Time

24224

Andries Jacobus Nel

02:21:00

24223

Refilwe Mokhothu

02:36:06

Sasol Sasolburg (FS) 42km race - 2019-02-02
Position

Initials

Surname

Sex

Age

Finish
Time

90

G

Van Den Berg

M

43

03:18:35

218

C

Beukes

M

34

03:40:30

222

C

Grey

M

55

03:42:08

226

G

Murphy

M

44

03:43:02

294

J

Claassen

M

37

03:51:58

515

K

Motaung

M

58

04:14:29

563

S

Smith

M

49

04:19:58

657

G

Sykora

M

48

04:28:11

854

M

Labuschagne

F

53

04:45:25

1022

E

Kotzee

F

49

05:05:41

Sasol Sasolburg (FS) 21km race - 2019-02-02
Position

Initials

Surname

Sex

Age

Finish
Time

7

L

Zuma

M

30

01:11:26

160

T

Motaung

F

39

01:50:10

189

L

Van Rensburg

M

48

01:52:58

217

J

Myburgh

M

37

01:56:29

349

B

Hunter

F

41

02:06:19

401

R

Manye

M

44

02:09:27

416

S

Zeelie

F

60

02:10:44

420

M

Claasen

F

468

R

Mc Tavish

M

46

02:14:41

474

S

Jackson

M

61

02:15:05

481

F

Adendorff

M

68

02:16:12

497

W

Du Preez

M

32

02:16:51

542

E

Grundling

F

47

02:19:58

583

C

Botha

M

35

02:23:31

658

M

Maria Koorts

F

61

02:29:30

699

D

Wilson

M

63

02:32:46

02:11:04

Sasol Sasolburg (FS) 10km race - 2019-02-02
Position

Initials

Surname

Sex

Age

Finish
Time

61

K

Mozemanga

M

18

00:46:30

66

E

Hamilton

F

60

00:47:46

84

S

Pienaar

M

27

00:50:07

160

R

Dibakwane

F

20

00:58:33

249

H

Van Rensburg

M

46

01:05:10

274

M

Adendorff

F

66

01:06:38

361

B

Botha

M

63

01:11:37

507

M

Gaade

M

72

01:20:48

569

V

Baker

F

68

01:26:18

Deloitte Pretoria Marathon (AGN) 42km race - 2019-02-24
Position

Initials

931

C

936

R

Surname

Age

Finish Time

Grey

55

04:17:32

Hamilton

37

04:17:39

Jeppe Half Marathon (Saheti School - 10/02/2019)
Place

Race No

1

5513

Name

Derryn Van Staden

Time
02:40:57

Time Trail and Group runs.
TAKE NOTE:

PLEASE

SUMMER Start time: 17h45

Wear white or bright colours to Time Trial.
Please wear a reflective belt!
We need to be safety conscious whilst running.

We invite all to come and join us on a Tuesday at 17H45. All friends and Walkers are welcome too.
This is where we as runners and Club meet, run a bit, socialize some more and where you can find
out about upcoming races.
Group runs for the coming Saturday is also discussed and time, distance and venue set.
Normally group runs are from Virgin Active in Three Rivers from 06h00, during Summer time.
th

The was RAT race on the 5 of February was won by Charl. Nice fast one!

The braai was enjoyed by the usual bunch, Thanks ladies and gents.

th

NOTE: The next Race Against Time will take place on Tuesday, March 5 , 2019 at 17:45.
The Bring and Braai is a given afterwards, weather permitting.

2019 Time Trials FEBRUARY
(Italic, bold print indicates 2 points: for participation and time-trial attendance)
Name
Barnard, Wendy
Beukes, Charl
Botha, Bennie
Burger, Jacques
Claassen, Johan
Claassen, Marilyn
Day, Megan
Da Silva, Rudi
Fogolin, Michelle
Gaunt, Bethany
Gloy, Alf
Grey, Cor
Hamilton, Erica
Hamilton, Robert
Jackson, Steve
Koorts, Maria
Koorts, Paul
Kotzee, Clinton
Kotzee, Engela
Maseko, Johanna
Mkwanazi, Constance
Mofokeng, Amos
Molefe, Thandi
Motaung, Maria
Mthombeni, Philemon
Myburgh, Riaan
Nel, Andries
Pienaar, Jenna
Pienaar, Kathy
Pienaar, Raymond
Pienaar, Simon
Pienaar, Wayne
Ramathofo, Kevin
Ramolapong, Jerry
Smith, Stephen
Sykora, Gabby
Sykora, Greg
Van den Berg, Gys
Van Rensburg, Johan
Van Rensburg, Leon
Van Rooyen, Helene
Van Staden, Gerrit
Van Wyk, Roelof
Zeelie, Sharon
Madelein
Heinrich
Freddie

05/02

12/02

19/02

26/02

Points total

33’21
(8)RAT
32’33 (6)
33’01 (6)
28’32 (4)
30’17 (6)
38’22 (8)
30’17 (6)
39’00 (8)
32’33 (6)
38’15 (8)
33’15 (8)
39’42 (8)
?? (2)
30’45 (5)
-

42’30 (6)

44’31 (6)

44’00 (6)

6

-

35’21 (8)

34’00 (8)

34

27’05 (6)
37’30 (8)
28’17 (6)
41’42 (6)
29’00 (4)
18’09 (4)
?? (6)
37’28 (8)

34’14 (6)
39’53 (8)
39’53 (8)
37’27 (6)
30’00 (4)
36’33 (8)
41’44 (5)
40’18 (8)
?? (13)
39’53 (8)
28’00 (6)
39’53 (8)
30.10 (3)
44’31 (6)
41’00 (8)
39’40 (8)

39’09 (8)
?? (4)
46’44 (8)
41’31 (8)
39’43 (8)
40’17 (8)
38’15 (6)
38’15 (6)
39’20 (8)
41’34 (8)
52’53 (8)
34’00 (8)
41’31 (8)
34’12 (3)
44’00 (6)
46’44 (8)
41’07 (8)

2
2
28
8
2
4
8
8
16
32
32
8
16
14
11
2
6
2
4
3
6
13
2
2
24
3
8
2
21
5
4
4
18
4
8
26
4
24
14
12
40
38
6
10
6

32’28 (3.5)

27’34 (4)
27’34 (4)
34’40 (8)
37’14 (8)
32’00 (8)
37’30 (8)
31’07 (3)
42’30 (6)
40’53 (8)
-

God pays to look away

February 19, 2019 by Stephan Joubert

We mess up. We lose our way. We disappoint people. And we disappoint God too. Wait! Stop! Is
He really as disappointed in us as we think? No! God doesn’t ignore our mess-ups, but He paid a
very hefty price in order to not have to be reminded of it all the time. Jesus’ sacrifice was the
price.
Christ Himself lets God look away from everything we do wrong if we cling to Him. Jesus makes
sure that God doesn’t want to punish us, but rather forgive us. Jesus makes sure that God sees
us with mercy, and not in terms of our trespasses.
Every time we arrive at God’s feet with another heavy load of sin, we can expect this mercy if we
beg Christ for it.
Then we can walk away with our hands full of forgiveness, and with the promise to glorify His
name in everything that we think, say and do. Heavenly mercy is our driving force to give our
utmost for the Most High.
No, mercy doesn’t allow us to wallow in sin; it lets us live for God even more. It is how we say
sorry and thank you.

God betaal om weg te kyk February 14, 2019

Stephan Joubert

Ons maak droog. Ons verloor koers. Ons stel mense teleur. En vir God ook. Wag! Stop! Is Hy
regtig so teleurgesteld met ons soos wat ons dink? Toe nie! Nee, God ignoreer nie ons
droogmakery nie, maar Hyself betaal ’n baie duur prys om nie gedurig hierin vas te kyk nie.
Jesus se offer is die afkoopsom. Christus Self laat God wegkyk van alles wat ons verkeerd doen
as ons aan Hom vashou.
Jesus maak dat God ons nie net wil regsien nie, maar graag wil oorsien. Jesus maak dat God
ons in genade raaksien, en nie in terme van ons oortredings nie.
Elke slag as ons verleë by die Here opdaag met nog ’n vrag vol sondes, kan ons ’n hemelse
genade-kyk te wagte wees wanneer ons Christus om genade smeek.
Dan kan ons daar wegstap met ’n hand vol genade, en met die vaste oortuiging om voortaan in
alles wat ons dink, praat en doen sy Naam te verheerlik.
Goddelike genade is ons dryfveer om ons allerbeste vir die Allerhoogste te gee.
Nee, genade laat ons nie in sonde rondlê nie; dit laat ons nog meer vir die Here leef. Dis hoe ons
askies en dankie sê

Health
Exercise and Depression
https://www.webmd.com/depression/guide/exercise-depression#1

Many studies show that people who exercise regularly benefit with a positive boost in mood and lower
rates of depression.
What Are the Psychological Benefits of Exercise With Depression?
Improved self-esteem is a key psychological benefit of regular physical activity. When you exercise, your
body releases chemicals called endorphins. These endorphins interact with the receptors in your brain that
reduce your perception of pain.
Endorphins also trigger a positive feeling in the body, similar to that of morphine. For example, the feeling
that follows a run or workout is often described as "euphoric." That feeling, known as a "runner's high," can
be accompanied by a positive and energizing outlook on life.
Endorphins act as analgesics, which means they diminish the perception of pain. They also act as
sedatives. They are manufactured in your brain, spinal cord, and many other parts of your body and are
released in response to brain chemicals called neurotransmitters. The neuron receptors endorphins bind to
are the same ones that bind some pain medicines. However, unlike with morphine, the activation of these
receptors by the body's endorphins does not lead to addiction or dependence.
Regular exercise has been proven to:





Reduce stress
Ward off anxiety and feelings of depression
Boost self-esteem
Improve sleep

Boosting endorphins
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/320839.php

The following activities show promise as ways to naturally increase endorphins. However, endorphin levels
vary between individuals, so results will also vary.

Regular exercise
Regular exercise has been found to help combat anxiety and depression due to the endorphins it releases.
For years, researchers suspected that endorphins caused the so-called "runner's high," a feeling of
euphoria that happens after lengthy, vigorous physical activity.
However, measuring endorphins in humans was not possible until 2008, when new imaging technology
became available.
Researchers used positron emission tomography (PET) scans to view athlete's brains both before and
after exercise. They found an increase in the release of endorphins after exercise.

As exercise boosts mood and increases endorphins, some medical professionals prescribe regular
exercise as a treatment for mild to moderate depression and anxiety.

Exercise can be used safely in conjunction with other treatments, such as medications or therapy, and can
also be used alone. One study states that exercise can improve some symptoms of depression, similarly
to antidepressants.
Giving
Volunteering, donating, and helping others may also make a person feel good. Researchers at
the National Institutes of Health found that people who gave money to a charity activated pleasure
centers in their brain. This may lead to improved endorphin levels.
Yoga and meditation
Meditation and yoga are known for their stress-relieving and relaxing effects. This may be partially due to
an endorphin release.

Some research suggests that yoga and meditation can decrease stress markers and increase
endorphins.
Spicy foods
People who enjoy spicy foods may find that they can get an additional boost from their favorite dishes.

Some research suggests that the spicy components in hot peppers and similar foods may trigger a pain
sensation in the mouth, which prompts an increase in endorphins.
Dark chocolate

Research from 2013 suggests that eating dark chocolate could boost endorphin levels. Cocoa powder
and chocolate contain chemicals called flavonoids that appear to be beneficial to the brain.

A 2017 review found that eating chocolate may help boost endorphins. However, many commercial
chocolate products contain only small amounts of real cocoa and often contain generous amounts of
added sugar and fat.
People looking to use chocolate to improve endorphin levels and mood should look for products that
contain at least 70 percent cocoa and eat chocolate in moderation due to its high calorie and fat content.
Laughing
Plenty of research has been written about the health benefits of laughter, and studies suggest that
laughing increases endorphins. A 2017 study found that social laughter releases endorphins in the brain.

For the best health, does the intensity of your workout
matter? Exercise and health - News24 27 FEBRUARY 2019
Federal physical activity guidelines emphasise the importance of any
movement, but indicate that optimal health benefits require a little more
effort.

Jog for long enough or engage in just about any physical activity that gets the heart pumping, and the
result can be a feeling of euphoria commonly known as a runner's high.

Sure, it feels good, but does higher-intensity exercise lead to better health?
Any physical activity is healthy
It can. Recently released federal physical activity guidelines emphasise the importance of any
movement, but optimal health benefits require a little more effort. For adults, that means at least 75 to
150 minutes per week of vigorous activity, or 150 to 300 minutes per week of moderate-level physical
activity.
What constitutes high-intensity versus moderate exercise? It's all about the heart rate relative to your
fitness level, said Dr Meagan Wasfy of the cardiovascular performance programme at Harvardaffiliated Massachusetts General Hospital.
"With low-intensity activities, most people will still be able to sing and converse," Wasfy said. "At
moderate intensity, you can still speak but can't sing, and at high intensity, you can't speak in full
sentences anymore."
The new guidelines reflect a large and growing list of studies suggesting physical activity of any kind
is healthy.
In a JAMA Internal Medicine study, researchers pooled data from six studies and found that over a
14-year period, people who never exercised were at the highest risk of death. But it didn't take much
activity to start seeing the benefits. Those who did just a little exercise lowered their risk of death by
20%.
Kick it up a notch
"If you go from being totally sedentary to getting even a portion of the recommended 150 minutes of
moderate to vigorous exercise every week, that's when your health outcomes improve the most,"
Wasfy said.
The more time you put in, the better, the study suggests.
People who completed at least 150 minutes per week of moderate exercise were 31% less likely to
die than inactive people during the 14-year follow-up period. And the people who had the best health

outcomes engaged in at least 450 minutes of moderate exercise each week; they were 39% less
likely to die.
Kicking it up a notch with high-intensity interval training – or short, intense bouts of exercise – is
undeniably superior for improving fitness, Wasfy said. People preparing to run a race or who just want
to bike faster in spin class could benefit from incorporating higher-intensity exercises into their routine.
"It can give you an incremental gain on how long you can comfortably sustain vigorous exercise,"
Wasfy said.
Increasing exercise intensity can be as simple as adding a short sprint into a longer walk or run, said
Mercedes Carnethon, vice chair of preventive medicine at Northwestern University's Feinberg School
of Medicine.
Stay active throughout life
"High-intensity interval training provides variety and challenges that appeal to some types of
personalities," Carnethon said. "Some people enjoy the sedative experience of jogging or walking
briskly for a period of time. Others want to do short bursts of activity."
Research suggests exercise is both healthy and safe for the vast of majority of people, said Dr
Michael Joyner, a researcher at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, who studies how stress
impacts the nervous system and its impact on blood pressure, heart rate and metabolism.
"Most people can find an activity that they can enjoy no matter what coexisting medical conditions
they have," Joyner said. "There are very few exceptions."
Staying active is important throughout the lifespan, Joyner said, citing evidence that children who
engage in regular physical activity have less attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, improved
academic performance and other developmental benefits.
For example, in a study by the Centre for Brain Research at The University of Auckland, researchers
found that children age seven to 13 who were randomly assigned to do high-intensity training showed
improvements in cognitive control and working memory.
In fact, the new federal guidelines recommend that children aged three to five should stay active all
day and those aged six through 17 should get at least one hour of moderate to vigorous physical
activity daily.
"The bottom line is to find an activity that you like, and do it religiously," Joyner said. "That's message
one through 10."

Training Advice
https://www.runnersworld.com/beginner/a20812270/should-i-do-heart-rate-training

(Edited and Shortened R)

Tracking your heart rate could take your training to the
next level.
By HEATHER MAYER IRVINE
JUL 18, 2018
What Exactly Is Heart-Rate Training?
It’s not often that you’ll hear a runner ask, “What zone are you in?” or “What beats per minute
are you running?” It’s more common to hear, “What’s the pace?” as a way to gauge how intense
a workout will be. But heart-rate training uses—you guessed it—your heart rate or beats per
minute (bpm) as a guide for intensity. Instead of training at a specific pace, you use a heart -rate
monitor to train your cardiorespiratory system to work at a specific effort for a set amount of
time.
The idea behind heart rate–based training is to train your aerobic system without overstressing
your skeletal and muscular systems, explains Erin Carr, certified personal trainer and cofounder
of Union Running in Massachusetts. “[It] is a different way to be successful at running ,” she
says. “It doesn’t have to be ‘no pain, no gain,’ or going as hard as you possibly can, and it
allows for continued improvements over time.”
Thanks to technology that’s more affordable and more accessible than ever, heart -rate training
is becoming increasingly popular today, says Joel French, Ph.D., Senior Director of Science,
Fitness, and Wellness for Orangetheory Fitness, a national group -fitness studio that offers heart
rate–based interval workouts. “Monitors are cheap, and they’re very accurate,” he says. “Back in
the ’70s and earlier, they were only used by elite athletes.” Now, anyone from recreational
runners to pros can track their heart rate, but the monitors are only useful if your zones are
accurate, too.
How to Find Your Zones
There are many different formulas you can use to calculate your max heart rate and find your
personal zones. The easiest (and most common) way to calculate zones is by using an agebased equation. The MAF Method promotes the 180-Formula, in which you subtract your age
from 180, then add or subtract five to 10 based on varying factors such as returning from injury
or pregnancy or training competitively (subtracting for the former, adding for the latter).
For example, if you’re a 30-year-old who is just getting back into training: 180 – 30 = 150. Then
150 – 5 = 145 bpm, which marks your MAF max. For the duration of your training, you’ll do most
runs at an effort that keeps your heart rate below 145 bpm. You’ll reserve efforts that exceed
145 bpm for certain “hard” workouts or race day.
Age-based equations are straightforward and easy to use by offering a general guideline.
French, however, acknowledges that age-based equations may not be a good fit for everybody
because there are too many factors that can affect their accuracy. Plus, max heart rate varies
significantly among people of the same age. The American College of Sports Medicine suggests
age-based formulas with a lower standard deviation, for example, the Gelish equation: 207 –
(0.7 x age) or Tanaka: 208 – (0.7 x age). Orangetheory currently uses the Tanaka equation, but
soon, the company will introduce more accurate individualized testing, French says.
Once you’ve established your estimated max heart rate, you can find your training zones by
multiplying your max by a percentage. For example, if your max is 145, multiply that by 0.60 and
0.70 to determine the range of zone 1 (87 to 101, for this example). Repeat for zones 2 through
4 with the percentages below.

Here is a general guideline used by exercise physiologist and coach Janet Hamilton, owner of
Atlanta-based Running Strong:





Zone 1: 60% to 70%This is a very comfortable effort used for warmup and cooldown.
Zone 2: 70% to 80%Used for the bulk of training, this relaxed effort allows you to hold a
conversation.
Zone 3: 81% to 93%This is a comfortably hard effort during which you can only say
short, broken sentences.
Zone 4: 94% to 100% Often a 5K pace, this is a very hard effort that’s sustainable but
only lets you speak a few words at a time.

Each zone serves a purpose, and how much time you spend in each depends on your training
goals. The average marathoner, for example, will spend more than half th e time training in
zones 1 and 2 (longer, easier runs, often at marathon pace) and less than half in zones 3 and 4
(tempo and speed workouts). If you’re completely new to running or returning after a break or
injury, French recommends spending six to 12 weeks training in zones 1 and 2 to acclimate
before taking on intervals and harder efforts in zones 3 and 4. Experienced exercisers can often
jump right into intervals. French reiterates that this all depends on your health, performance,
race goals, and workout preferences. Consult with a professional if necessary.
How to Reap the Benefits
The biggest hurdle with HR training for many, especially advanced runners, is holding back, Carr
says. “People will often look at their pace and think if they’re running sl owly, they’re doing
something wrong, or they’ll get frustrated because they have to slow down,” she says. But Carr
encourages runners to start with a beginner’s mind set and trust the process. “Eventually, if they
train and stay consistent, their pace will automatically improve.”
Heart-rate training isn’t just about performance; it’s also extremely effective for recovery, adds
John Honerkamp, coach, CEO and Founder, J.R. Honerkamp Consulting. “It’s tougher to
measure the rest than the work,” he says. “If your resting HR is usually 60, but you wake up at
70, that could indicate fatigue or overtraining.” Although chest monitors are the most accurate,
many popular watches can measure HR all day.
Either way, the change doesn’t happen overnight. “Heart-rate training isn’t a short game,”
Cotugno says. “If people go into it and expect to improve their times within a few months, that
might not happen, but if they’re willing to work on it over months and years, they can reap the
benefits and feel really good about running.”
Once you’ve dedicated the time and slower miles like Cotugno, the results can be impressive.
She consistently trains using heart rate at an 8:30- to 9:30-minute pace, but she can bust out a
6:20-minute pace in a 5K. “I’ve always trained at a pace that feels good for me, but running at a
[slow] pace is actually helping me get stronger. It’s kind of awesome.”

No sub-2 hour marathon before 2032, say scientists

Sport News24 2019-02-27

Sydney - An elusive sub-two hour marathon will finally be run in 2032, but women are unlikely to
ever breach the magical mark, according to modelling released by scientists on Wednesday.
The 42.195km race was one of the original Olympic events in 1896, and runners have been edging
closer to the hallowed 120 minutes ever since.
But a new statistical model based on male and female marathon world record progressions suggest
there is still some time to go before anyone achieves the feat.
Research, led by Simon Angus from Melbourne's Monash University and published in the American
College of Sports Medicine's flagship journal, forecasts the first sub-two hour marathon will likely be
run by a man in May 2032.
The modelling also estimates 1:58.05 as the fastest any human will ever be able to run the distance,
while the chance of a woman cracking two hours was put at less than one in 100. The quickest alltime female marathon time was estimated to be 2:05.31.
Kenya's Eliud Kipchoge holds the current IAAF (International Association of Athletics Federations)
men's record - 2:01.39 - set in September last year at Berlin.
The world governing body recognises two marks for women - Briton Paula Radcliffe's 2:15.25 from
2003 in London, where male and females competed, and the 2:17:01 by Kenya's Mary Keitany in
2017 at a London race for women only.
According to Monash Business School, their study is the first to address all three related aspects of
marathon performance in one modelling framework - sub-two hours, the limits of human physiological
running capacity and gender equivalence.
It applied a non-linear economic model to all official IAAF world record marathon performances since
1950 to calculate record-breaking prediction intervals.
From there, Angus said they were able to reconceptualise the 'sub-two hour question' as one of odds
- for example, when will a given time be run with a 10 percent likelihood.
Using these figures, the study determined the limits of human marathon performance and the gap
between the current world records and what might be possible in the future.
It claimed the economic model was, on average, accurate to within one percent for men - or around
70 seconds - across the 66-year study period which saw 19 minutes shaved off the world mark.
For women, accuracy was within three percent - or roughly 200 seconds - across the same period
where the world record dropped by one hour and 22 minutes.
"In other words, if an IAAF marathon were run in May 2032, then I would predict that there is a 10
percent chance that a runner in that event will break the two-hour mark," said Angus, an economics
professor and ultramarathon runner.
"By inspecting the prediction lines on my economic model, there was only a two percent chance that
the sub-two hour record would be broken at that point in time," he added, referring to Kipchoge's
recent record run.
Angus added that while a sub-two hour run could occur any time between now and May 2032 "the
likelihood (according to the modelling) of that occurring is extremely rare".
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Please support our sponsors, they support Vaal
Athletic Club.
Our Main sponsor for the Vaal Marathon for 24 Years.

MRG is the industrial roofing and structural specialist. MRG is a registered asbestos removal contractor
Supply and install Stainless Steel, Polycarb, Galvanised, Chromadeck and Nutec sheeting. Design and install lifeline systems.
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A reminder of our electronic Footprint:
Vaal Athletic Club:
www.VaalAthleticClub.co.za
Vaal Marathon:
www.VaalMarathon.co.za
We are also on Facebook and Twitter. If you have any nice photos of the Club and events to add to
our Facebook page please do so.

Finale.
Newsletter editor, writer, compiler; this is my one person job. Unfortunately, very few articles are written and forwarded for
publication from other members. Thus, articles, views, conclusions and opinions expressed are solely my property and
doing, and not that of the Club or Committee. If I write something that you feel is a personal attack or insinuation, even if
no names are mentioned, please discuss it openly with me. I am outspoken most of the times and a spade will always be a
spade.
I do apologise if I did offend anyone in the past, or do so in the future. (R)

